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Moderate resolution (about 1 kmlpixel) Viking Orbiter color images of the re ion B from O0 to 50° north latitude and -3Q0 to 80° west longitude show the presence o three 
dominant color units [I-61. Dark gray material is exposed in Acidalia Planitia, against 
topographic barriers within Kasei Vallis, and as dark splotches and streaks in Xanthe 
Terra and Oxia Palus. Dark red material is exposed south of Acidalia, in Lunae Planum, 
Xanthe Terra, and Oxia Palus. Bright red material is exposed in Tharsis and Arabia, and 
at borders between dark gray and dark red materials. Several studies [1,2,3] of the Oxia 
Palus region have interpreted these color patterns as being the result of the exposure of 
stratigraphic units. Alternatively, Smith et al. 151 have interpreted similar color patterns 
in Lunae Planum and Chryse Planitia as the result of lateral mixing of aeolian sediments. 
Arvidson et al. [6] have reported that reflectance values for: (A) dark gray material are 
similar to mafic lithic fragments, thinly coated with palagonite; (B) dark red material are 
sin~ilar to palagonite mixed with mafic lithic fragments or other opaque material; and (C) 
bright red material are similar to fine-grained palagonite. The purpose of this paper is to 
examine Viking Orbiter color data along with Viking thermal and topographic data for the 
above regions to determine the extent to which these color units relate to local bedrock or 
are controlled by aeolian erosion and deposition, building on work given in [6]. 

Thermal inertia values within the study area are directly correlated with topography 
171. Acidalia Planitia and Chryse Planitia are high thermal inertia areas that occupy the 
center of a broad topographic low that extends from Arabia on the east to the Tharsis 
Plateau on the west. The margins of the low are occupied by Lunae Planum on the west 
and Oxia Palus on the east. Both of these marginal regions at intermediate elevations 
have intermediate values of thermal inertia. The distribution of the regional color units 
seen in Viking Orbiter images is also correlated with topography at regional and local 
scales. The lowest areas (Acidalia and Chryse) contain dark gray material, except for 
bright red material in Chryse and a bright red border on the southern edge of Acidalia 
Planitia. AJ-eas with intermediate elevation (Lunae Planum, Xmthe, and Oxia) have dark 
red material. Highest areas (Tharsis and Arabia) are covered by bright red material. The 
broad correlation with topography and the lack of correlation with local geology implies 
regional-scale meteorological controls on the outcrop patterns of surficial materials. 

The pattern of wind-blown streaks of bright red material in Acidalia and Chryse 
Planitia, along with the pattern of dark gray streaks and splotches, clearly indicates that 
material has been moving from north to south. Dark red material is not found in the form 
of streaks, splotches, or as deposits against cliffs. suggesting that dark red material is a 
substrate over which both bright red and at least some dark gray materials migrate. Dark 
gray material occurs as splotches and streaks beyond the southern border of Acidalia in 
Xanthe Terra and Oxia Palus. Dark gray material collects on southern sides of crater 
floors and occasionally moves over rims to disperse as dark streaks extending from the 
crater and covering dark red materials. In some cases the crater splotches of dark gray 
material are composed of dunes 181. Furthermore. dark gray material can be seen trapped 
against north-facing cliffs in Kasei Vallis. These observations imply that at least some 
dark gray materials are mobile sand deposits moving from north to south. 

Smith et al. [5]  interpret the spectral properties of the dark red material as a linear 
mixture of the spectra of bright red and dark gray material. along with shadows cast by 
boulder fields or partially dust-mantled outcrops. This conclusion was tested using a 
sequence of Viking Orbiter color images acquired at phase angles of 0.5" to 5O for a 
portion of Oxia Palus (5O to 2 5 O  N lat.; 15O to 35O W long.) [9]. Violet, green. and red 
reflectances were extracted for several examples of bright red. dark red, and dark gray 
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materials. At small phase angles the reflectance values for dark red material can be 
modeled as a linear mixture of the reflectances of bright red and dark gray materials. 
This is consistent with the interpretation of Smith et al. [5] since few or no shadows 
(incidence angles range from less than lo  to 15O) should exist at small phase angles. 
Thus, dark red material is probably rough at the micro-scale. An interpretation, 
consistent with Viking Lander data, is that the dark red material consists of disrupted and 
deflated duricrust. As stated above. bright red material also occurs at the southern margin 
of Acidalia and within Chryse. A reasonable model is that the bright red material 
accumulates as the carrying capacity of winds decreases at the southern edge of Acidalia. 
That decrease may be a consequence of moving from an area with smoother micro- 
roughness (dark Acidalia) to one with a higher micro-roughness (dark red unit). As 
pointed out by Bagnold [lo] and Pye 11 11, wind velocity will decrease within the 
boundary layer as the surface roughness increases. Consequently, the flux of siaspended 
dust may also decrease. Thus, bright dust may be deposited as the wind velocity 
decreases at the border between dark gray and dark red units. 

In summary, aeolian processes dominate the distribution of bright red, dark red, and 
dark gray materials. Topographic control is important om regional, local, and perhaps 
even micro-scales. Low threshold friction velocities due to higher atmospheric densities in 
lowlands may be able to keep surfaces swept clean of bright red, low thermal inertia dust. 
except where local roughness elements (e.g., younger volcanic plains in Chryse, cliffs, 
craters, etc.) cause dust to accumulate [lo, 121. Intermediate elevations have been 
stripped to a lesser extent, leaving dark red, immobile material, perhaps as du~icrusted 
mixtures of dust and lithic fragments. Duricrust formation may be precluded in lowest 
areas because of frequent wind erosion and transport of debris. Highest areas are sites of 
accumulation of dust because of high threshold friction velocities associated with low 
atmospheric densities [ lo,  121. 
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